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QUESTION 1

Asynchronous remote replication in configure storage array need to configure silence perioD. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

check host already registered iSCSI target and the command is: iscsiadm -m node on Linux platform 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

0n host connect storage array through FC SAN, which of the following deployment process is wrong? 

A. need to install FC HBA card in host, this HBA and storage devices must be compatible 

B. host connection huawei storage array of optical fiber cable is usually multimode fiber 

C. on the array add port for the host, the type of port choose FC or SAS 

D. host can be connected to storage array through the optical fiber switches, need to confirm the compatibility of fiber
optic switches and storage array 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

In the storage array system, when writing strategy is write-back, high and low water level is mainly to define high and
low proportion of the Cache dirty data volume accounts for Cache capacity. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5



For incremental LUN copy of storage array, which of the following is correct? 

A. it is real-time synchronization 

B. in the process of copy, target LUN can mount to use 

C. can be used in A-A backup mode 

D. the incremental LUN copy and LUN copy use public License 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following opinions of HostAgent scheme is wrong? 

A. suggest separately prepare server to install HyperManager server 

B. InbandAgent can only be installed on the business host 

C. ConsistentAgent can only be installed on the business host 

D. HyperManager client end can only be installed on the Windows host 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

which is the common way of redundant host side as the following? (Select three Answers) 

A. controller cache mirroring 

B. database double machine failover 

C. 0S system disk image 

D. network port binding 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 8

Creating of S5000T smartcache can select FC type of hard disk. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 9

Under the condition of Web application, Email, database application etc small file read and write , SAN performance is
mainly determined by the bandwidth.In vedio, survey and draw etc large files continue to read and write condition, SAN
performance is mainly determined by IOPS. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

In S5000T disks copy technology of the storage system, which two key parts are included? (Select two Answers) 

A. failure prediction 

B. data copy 

C. disk offline 

D. online alarm 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

Hard drive unit in random IO application is the easiest to become one of bottleneck modules. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Striping depth change under random write performance rule of RAIDs, which of the following is right? 

A. with the increase of striping depth, IOPS random write first don\\'t increase, after arrive to a certain degree, IOPS
random write will continue increasing 

B. with the increase of striping depth, IOPS random write first will continue to increase, after arrive to a certain degree,
IOPS random write can achieve stability 

C. with the increase of striping depth, IOPS random write first will continue to increase, after arrive to a certain degree,
IOPS random write will continue decreasing 

D. with the increase of striping depth, IOPS random write first will continue to increase, after arrive to a certain degree,
IOPS random write will still continue increasing 



Correct Answer: C 
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